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[An American authority on the works of James Joyce, Wallace Stevens, and others,
Tindall wrote numerous studies of modern literature. In the following excerpt, originally
delivered as a lecture in 1954 or 1955, he describes the form and structure of Billy Budd
and explores the moral basis of the contrast between good and evil in the story.]

Billy Budd seems to make something almost too tidy out of what remains uncertain in Moby Dick.
Melville's story of the captain, the villain, and the tar, apparently less a story than a commentary on
one, may strike the hasty reader as a product of reason rather than imagination, as something reduced
to discourse for ready apprehension by basic Englishmen. What had to be said has been said by
Captain Vere or Melville himself. As critics, therefore, we may feel frustrated, as Romantics we may
prefer a little teasing mystery around, and as esthetes, confronted with discourse, we are sure that
talking about a thing is less admirable than embodying it in image or action. Of Kierkegaard's three
categories, the esthetic, the moral, and the divine, Melville seems to have chose the second--to the
applause of some and the departure of others, for Don Giovanni maybe.
That the matter of Billy Budd gratifies what Melville calls "the moral palate" is plain....
The subject is a quandary or what Melville calls "the intricacies involved in the question of moral
responsibility." As the captain ponders "the moral phenomenon presented in Billy Budd" and the
"elemental evil" of Claggart, he fathoms the "mystery of iniquity." The case of Billy seems, as the
captain says, a matter for "psychologic theologians."
Although, as T. S. Eliot observes in After Strange Gods, "It is ... during moments of moral and
spiritual struggle ... that men [in fiction] ... come nearest being real," Billy and Claggart, who
represent almost pure good and pure evil, are too simple and too extreme to satisfy the demands of
realism; for character demands admixture. Their all but allegorical blackness and whiteness, however,
are functional in the service of Vere's problem, and Vere, goodness knows, is real enough. Claggart is
black because, as Philipp G. Frank once observed, a sinner is necessary for the realization of a moral
code; and an innocent is almost equally instructive. These abstractions, a sacrifice of verisimilitude to
tactical necessity, reveal the "moral quality" of the captain's mind, which becomes a theater for
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contending opposites and eventual choice. Such dramatic crises are not only the favorite stuff of
novelists but of philosophers and poets as well: Kierkegaard wrote Either/Or and Yeats "The Choice."
Not only rational, Vere's choice involves his whole sensitive, adult being. Agony shows on his face as
he emerges from his interview with Billy, and a final exclamation shows how deeply he is stirred.
Involving more than black and white, the captain's choice is between two moral codes, military and
natural. The first is evident; the second is either that of the noble savage, in whom Melville was
interested, or what Western culture takes for granted. In other words, the captain's conflict is between
the balanced claims of justice and equity, order and confusion, law and grace, reason and feeling, or,
as Melville puts it, "military duty" and "moral scruple." Vere's eloquent and moving speech to the
drumhead court, the climax of such drama as there is, leaves little to add about these issues and his
dilemma.
The conflict of military with natural may occupy the stage, but Melville recognizes other codes, that
of custom or respectability, for example. Claggart's "natural depravity" appears in respectable guise.
Melville also recognizes the cultural, psychological, and absolute bases for morality, and hints in a
very modern way at their operation.
"Moral," Melville's favorite word--in this book at least--is one which, though commonly taken for
granted, is slippery.... As I shall use it and as I think Melville did, morality implies not only action but
motive, attitude, and being. It involves a sense of obligation to self, community, and the absolute,
which provide a frame by conscience, law, tradition, or revelation. If we demand a single equivalent,
Melville's "responsibility" will do.
Vere's action, however sudden and whether we approve of it or not, is plainly responsible. Billy and
Claggart act, to be sure: one bears false witness and the other delivers a blow, but neither actor
follows reason and each is more important for what he is than what he does. If being as well as action
can be moral, however, they are moral figures, too, existing like cherubs or fiends in a moral
atmosphere. Good and bad, they occupy the region of good and evil....
[The question we must consider in reading Billy Budd] is not how much morality is there but how
much is under control, how fully insight and moral intelligence have submitted to esthetic discipline.
Our problem, then, is not morality itself but moral art or morally significant form.
Captain Vere's speech to the court adequately embodies the idea of "moral responsibility" in dramatic
form; but we must find if Billy's history has found fitting embodiment. At first reading, that history
seems a curious and eccentric structure of essays on ethics, digressions or "bypaths," character
sketches, and chronicles of the navy, an arrangement that after uncertain progress tails inconclusively
off. Such image and action as we find, failing to halt the lamentable decline, seem occasions for an
analysis or digression, like biblical texts in a pulpit. Since the crucial interview between Vere and
Billy is disappointingly offstage, Melville seems to have avoided the dramatic possibilities of his
theme. That the book calls for the dramatization he failed to give it, is proved by attempts at play and
opera, which, while affirming excellence of theme, imply that action or image are better ways of
presenting it. But something that continues to fascinate us in its present form and calls forth responses
beyond the capacity of discourse, suggests art of another kind. Maybe Melville avoided drama in the
interests of a less obvious medium....
That Melville was aware of form is clear from passages in Billy Budd. When Captain Vere says,
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"With mankind forms, measured forms, are everything," he probably means usage and custom; but
Melville himself, applying Vere's remark to esthetics, says that the symmetry of form desirable in
pure fiction cannot be achieved in factual narrative like this. The story is not factual in fact. But
Melville, wanting it to seem so, excuses apparent formlessness as a form for giving the illusion of a
bare report; for truth, he continues, will always have its ragged edges and matters of fact must lack
the finish of an "architectural finial."...
What seems at first to be factual is presented, we find, in part by images and allusions that are
incompatible with a pretense of factuality. Though unapparent, those images are livelier than we
thought. Consider the coloring of the scene between decks before the execution as Billy lies in white
amid profound blackness. Catching up the abstract whiteness and blackness of Billy and Claggart,
this image of black and white embodies them. At the execution the rosy dawn that seems "the fleece
of the Lamb of God seen in mystical vision" promises a kind of renewal while implying much else.
Circling birds after the burial at sea offer by the aid of tradition some spiritual import. And that spilt
soup, perhaps more action than image, carries suggestions beyond the demands of plot, suggestions
so indefinite, what is more, that they confound its rational progress. Even the names of ships, though
serving a more comprehensible purpose, are as significant as those in Moby Dick. Billy is removed
from the Rights of Man, for instance, and Vere is mortally wounded by a shot from the Atheiste.
The words of Billy Budd carry more than denotation. "Sinister dexterity," at once witty and
desolating, sounds like something from Finnegans Wake, where, indeed, it reappears. Vere's last
words, "Billy Budd," are equivocal. Do they imply feeling, regret, self-realization, understanding?
Are they a form for something incompletely realized? However "factual" the words of this
pseudoreport, they function like the words of poetry.
Not only last words and indeterminate images but a number of hints about Billy's "all but feminine"
nature plague our assumptions. Roses and lilies dye his cheeks. He comports himself like a "rustic
beauty" at times and like a vestal virgin at others. These qualities and appearances, astonishing in an
able seaman, calling forth an "ambiguous smile" from one or another of his shipmates, suggest
psychological depths and motives below the level of the plain report. By virtue of such intimations
Billy seems at once more and less bottomless than we had supposed, and so do the motives of
Claggart, if not those of the captain himself. Among such suggestions, avoidance of the obviously
dramatic becomes implicit embodiment that escapes the limits of drama.
What pleases me most, however, is the accompaniment of biblical allusions which, however
unobtrusive and irregular, recurs like Wagnerian leitmotiv. Time and again Billy is compared to Adam
and Jesus. Billy's innocence is as much that of Adam before the Fall as that of the more secular noble
savage. As a "peacemaker," a term implying beatitude, Billy seems destined for "crucifixion"; and his
hanging, condensing events, becomes an ascension. Vere is compared to Abraham about to sacrifice
Isaac, obeying God's will with fear and trembling. Becoming a shadow of God, Vere weighs the
claims of Adam and Satan. Claggart, whose denunciation is reported in Mosaic terms as "false
witness," is compared not only to the Serpent of Eden but to Ananias and to one struck dead by an
angel of God, "yet," as the captain says, "the angel must hang!" Man's fall and redemption and all
troubles between seem suggested by this large though not fully elaborated analogy, which, bringing to
mind the mythical parallels in Ulysses and The Waste Land, removes Billy a little farther from the
abstraction to which, for all his stutter and those rosy cheeks, he seems committed. However
incapable of supporting this mythical burden, he becomes by its aid almost as portentous as choosing
Vere. The sailors, whose testimony cannot be ignored, are more impressed by Billy than by Vere,
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reason and all. Not only being and secular victim, Billy becomes saint and martyr and his hanging an
omen. Pieces of the spar to which he quietly ascends are venerated like pieces of the true cross,
suitable for reliquaries or the holiest of duffle bags. By the aid of myth and military ritual the story of
Billy, transformed from an essay on good, evil, and choice, approaches what Yeats called "the
ceremony of innocence."
We must conclude that Melville avoided the attractions of the obvious in the interests of indefinite
suggestiveness and myth. His work, whatever its air of the factual and the discursive, is symbolist and
richer for scarcity of drama and image. Such drama and images as are there function more intensely
in their abstract context than profusion could. That the structure as a whole also serves esthetic
purpose is likely. As we have seen, the book is a queer arrangement of discourse, action, image, and
allusion, with discourse predominating. We have seen how image and action work in this mixture; but
we must examine the function of discourse. In such context, discourse, increasing tension, makes
allusion and image dramatic or enlarges them, and, working with allusion, image, and action may
produce a third something by juxtaposition as in Eliot's Four Quartets or Wallace Stevens' Notes
Toward a Supreme Fiction. Seeming now a structure of conflicts, not only of men and codes but of
methods, which become a technical echo of the theme, the book emerges as a structural drama or a
drama of structure. An ending that seemed weak afterthought (and was not there in the first version)
now unifies all. Vere's exclamation, the saint's legend, and inconclusiveness, working together,
comprise a form, which may tail off but tails suggestively off, leaving endless reverberations in our
minds. There is more mystery around than we had thought, and we may agree with dying Gertrude
Stein that answers are less important than questions. What at a superficial reading had the appearance
of exhaustive discourse becomes inexhaustible. The shapeless thing becomes suggestive shape.
Neither as loose nor as tight as it once seemed, the strange sequence of precise discourse and
indefinite suggestiveness corresponds to our experience of life itself. That the form Melville made
fascinates while it eludes and teases is shown no less by popular favor than by the abundance of
critical comment.
However different it looks, Billy Budd is not altogether different in kind from Moby Dick, another
structure of digression, discourse, action, and image. The proportions and impact may be different,
the images of Moby Dick may be more compelling, but both serve symbolic suggestion and both are
forms for offering a vision of reality. Not the tidy discourse of our first impression, the work is almost
as inexplicable as Moby Dick.
What exactly does this form present? It is impossible to answer this question for any symbolist work;
for works of this kind escape discursive accounting. We may say that Billy Budd is a vision of man in
society, vision of man's moral quandary or his responsibility; but its meaning is more general than
these, and that is why it haunts us. So haunted, I find the work not an essay on a moral issue but a
form for embodying the feeling and idea of thinking about a moral issue, the experience of facing, of
choosing, of being uneasy about one's choice, of trying to know. Not a conclusion like a sermon, Billy
Budd is a vision of confronting what confronts us, of man thinking things out with all the attendant
confusions and uncertainties. Disorder is a form for this and the apparently formless book a formal
triumph. To do what it does it has to be a fusion of tight-loose, shapeless-shaped, irrelevant-precise,
suggestive-discursive--a mixture of myth, fact, and allusion that has values beyond reference. The
discursive parts represent our attempts at thinking, while the action, images, and allusions represent
what we cannot think but must approximate. Arrangement of these discordant elements forms a
picture of a process.
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From my guess at meaning it follows that the center of this form is neither Vere nor Billy but rather
the teller of the story or Melville himself. Though ghostlier, he is not unlike the Marlow of Conrad's
Lord Jim and Heart of Darkness or the Quentin of Faulkner's Absalom, Absalom! Using Vere and
Billy as materials, Melville's thought-process, like those of Marlow and Quentin, is the heart of this
darkness and its shape the objective correlative, a form for something at once imperfectly understood
and demanding understanding. Morality, the substance of this form, becomes an element that limits
and directs the feelings and ideas created by the whole. Moral substance, what is more, may be what
engages our minds while the form does its work. Value, not from morality alone, issues from the form
that includes it and in which it serves. If the form concerned less, I repeat, it would be trivial, but
without its formal presentation the morality would remain in Sunday school.
United now, the beautiful and the good create a vision larger than either, a vision transcending the
case of Billy Budd or the quandary of Captain Vere. The teller, now any man, presents man's feeling
in the face of any great dilemma. Thought and feeling, outdistancing themselves, become objects of
contemplation, remote yet immediate. The effect of this form is moral in the sense of enlarging our
awareness of human conditions of relationships and of improving our sensitivity. In such a form
Kierkegaard's esthetic, moral, and divine become a single thing....
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